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The Inscrutable Question: Malthusian Trends Are Either Overridden by Logistical Grace Support or Refuted by Biblical Mandates
Our Lord has promised all believers logistical grace support.  For believers to be so supplied then the entire human race is blessed by association.
Matthew 6:33 -	Seek first His kingdom and His righteousness and all these things [ food, drink, and clothing ] shall be added to you.
	These provisions guarantee the necessities for life.  The believer has additional logistics guaranteed for his spiritual life.

2 Peter 1:3a -	His divine power has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness …
	The very first mandate issued to our original parents was the obligation to provide new witnesses for the Prosecution by means of procreation.

Genesis 1:28a -	God blessed them and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue it …
	Therefore, no matter what the population of the planet, all believers will be faithfully supplied with physical and spiritual logistics until human history is over.

Unbelievers have no such guarantee, therefore the partial validity of Malthus’s observation that “population tends to increase at a faster rate than its means of subsistence and that unless it is checked by moral restraint or by disease, famine, war, or other disaster widespread poverty and degradation inevitably result.”
Unbelievers are casualties during the cycles of national discipline which systematically inflict the four horsemen of the Apocalypse found in Revelation 6.
	In verse 2 the “white horse” represents governmental tyranny:

Revelation 6:2 -	Then I looked and saw a white horse and its rider had a battle bow and a crown was given to him, in fact, he appeared as a conqueror going forth in order to conquer.
	In verse 4 the “red horse” symbolizes warfare:

Revelation 6:4 -	Then another horse, a fiery red one, appeared on the scene of history.  And to its rider was given authority and power to take peace from the earth motivating men to kill each other.  To the rider was given a machaira.
	In verses 5-6 the “black horse” denotes financial disaster that brings about famine:

Revelation 6:5 -	Then when the Lord opened the third seal, I heard the third angelic herald saying, “Come!”  Then I looked and behold a black horse and the rider had a pair of scales in his hand.
v. 6 -		Then I heard a voice in the center of the four angelic heralds saying, “A quart of wheat for a day’s wages and three quarts of barley for a day’s wages.”
	In verse 8 the “pale horse” connotes death that results from war, famine and disease:

Revelation 6:8 -	Then I looked and saw a “pale horse” and the rider who sat upon it was named Death, and Hades was marching along in step with him.  Furthermore, they were given power over one quarter of the world’s population to kill with the sword [ the red horseman functioning in warfare ], with famine [ the black horseman functioning in economic disaster ], with disease [ the pale horseman functioning under the results of prolonged warfare and famine ], and from the source of wild animals [ starvation causes an imbalance in nature thus turning animals into aggressive predators of people ].
	Some of the ways that widespread degradation and death could occur on a large scale is by means of the Malthusian tactics imposed on the world’s population by the United Nations Environmental Program.  In a treaty passed in Johannesburg, South Africa, December 10, 12 “highly toxic chemicals” were banned worldwide.  Most are no longer produced but one that is still somewhat available and may someday be a needed is DDT, a pesticide used to control malaria-carrying mosquitoes, tsetse flies, and crop pests.

While the human viewpoint, human good, and evil of arrogant and self absorbed man prevails in every generation, our Lord has created this universe so that our supply line will last until His millennial reign is completed, no matter what harm we may do to the environment.
This is not a suggestion that we become abusers of our environment.  But common sense use of our resources in nothing more than fulfillment of the original mandates final clauses:
Genesis 1:28b -	… fill the earth and subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky, and over every living thing that moves on the earth.
	The future of the human race is secure for at least 1,007 years.  Should the rapture occur today the earth’s ecosystem is capable of surviving the catastrophes of the seven-year Tribulation.

Then the Lord will restore the planet to its pre-fall perfection and the earth’s resources will sustain the human race for another 1,000 years.
Therefore, Christians should have no fear that the natural resources designed for the survival of the human race will be depleted until what we may accurately describe as the End of Time.
Although entropy continues its inexorable pace, the earth has enough natural resources to provide the human race with all necessary logistical support until the end of the Millennium.
Throughout all of universal history the entire natural creation is under the omniscient control of Jesus Christ:
Colossians 1:17 -		Jesus Christ is before all things [ matter, energy, time, and space ] and in Him all things hold together [ laws of physics ].
	22.	Although entropy moves toward an end where all motion ceases and universal death occurs in the universe, there is an omniscient force from outside the system that will intervene and override this process.


